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EyeLike Stickers are the freshest, most vibrant sticker books on the market with 400 high-quality

photographic stickers in each book.
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These are great stickers that are of multiple sizes, with vivid and colorful appearances. I make my

own greeting cards and someday hope to start doing a scrapbook. These are excellent for my hand

made cards. They are fairly easy to detach from the book, and they stick really well to my cards,

even if the cards have a texture. This is at least the third purchase I've made of this same sticker

book, but there are several different ones. I would highly recommend these-they are of excellent



quality.

My 2 year old loves animals so this was a big win for her. Some of the stickers are a bit hard to

remove so be prepared to be patient. I cannot get any of the stickers off of the pages provided

without damaging them so if you are looking for reusable better to go with something else. We really

love them though so I will be buying more of these books in the future. Fyi, as another recur

mentioned some of the stickers do repeat and there are some colored dots that do not have any

patterns in them.

As far as the pictures and variety of animals these stickers are awesome! The quality is not what

you expect out of reusable stickers. I expected the plastic like texture and these are more like paper.

The good use is they do peel off very easily from all surfaces, which might be more of a plus to

me!We used them to entertain on the plane and hey certainly did!

My son loves this, he's obsessed with stickers and this keeps him occupied.

Very nice sticker book full of fun stuff. My kids love them

g'son loves this

Great graphics. They do lift off walls and furniture easier than traditional stickers but I don't know if I

would call them reusable. They get three starts because some of them are very poorly cut out from

the surround paper. Because of this they tear easy and my five year old and seven year old ask for

help with getting some of them out. They are a bit tricky to remove from the book because the

stickers are cut out along the contour of the image rather than being a more simple shape with a lot

of white excess like a lot of stickers are cut. I will be buying more of these because the kids love

them so much. Also, as an adult I have a hard time removing some. We were visiting family and the

kids asked several other adults that we were visiting and they all had a hard time removing some of

these stickers. I would say 5+ adults had a hard time.

This is ok. The stickers are colorful and nice, but they only give you 2 small pages to "reuse" on. I'll

probably end up just having my daughter use them like regular stickers and not reusable ones. If

you want reusable stickers Melissa and Doug is the way to go!
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